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Key Information

Purpose

Visionary goal

Homeward Bound was created
to increase the influence and
impact of women in making
decisions that shape the future
of our planet.

To give 1000 women by 2027 the opportunity to
help shape the world we need. By connecting
influential women in STEMM and encouraging
them into positions of power globally, we’ll
bring a more balanced voice to the leadership
table – and a focus on leadership for the
greater good.
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Homeward Bound
in brief
Homeward Bound is a global leadership initiative that runs over 12 months, culminating in a
voyage to Antarctica. The ‘pod’ environment of this voyage tests collective leadership capability and
gives first-hand experience of humanity’s impact on this fragile environment.
Each participant returns to her own country as a member of the Homeward Bound alumnae to
collaboratively influence the decisions that will affect the future of the planet – whether as leaders in
government, academia, business or international diplomacy.
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Homeward Bound
in more detail
Homeward Bound (HB) is a groundbreaking, global leadership initiative for women with
a background in STEMM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, Medicine).
The foundation of this initiative is an annual
year-long leadership development program,
which is facilitated by a global faculty of
experts and environmental champions, and
aims to increase skills in leadership, strategy,
visibility, science communication and
collaboration.

Each program culminates in a
three-week voyage to Antarctica –
one of the most ecologically sensitive
and inspiring places on Earth.
Each graduating cohort of participants
becomes part of a global network of
like-minded women committed to
demonstrating a model of leadership
(collaborative, inclusive, legacy-minded) that
will influence outcomes for men and women

towards a healthier planet, and a sustainable
future for us all.

Why Antarctica?

Why the focus on women
with a STEMM background?

•	Antarctica serves as a global barometer for
the state of the climate. Antarctica is like a
canary in the mine.

•

•	Regions of Antarctica are responding faster
to climate change than anywhere else on
the planet.

Science has influenced much of the
world and will continue to do so, likely
also answering many of our most difficult
problems going forward.

•	We believe women leading in this context
is crucial to ensuring balanced and
equitable long-term decisions.
•	Women in all sectors have to deal with
systemic and overt impediments to
their leadership, despite repeatedly
demonstrating their immense value.
Learn more

•	The study of Antarctica and the Southern
Ocean, and their roles in the climate
system, provides critical insights into globalscale change and the influence of human
activities on environmental change.
•	By taking this journey together, we believe
the experience will create strong bonds,
inspire action and resilience, and lead to
extraordinary collaborations between the
women participating.
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We strongly believe that
investing in these women
will have a significant flow-on
effect to their communities,
their individual and collective
visibility, and the greater
purpose of Homeward Bound –
leading for the greater good.
Why women?

generous donations of time, expertise and
supporting materials – donations that are
given because of the passionate belief in
Homeward Bound’s vision and purpose.

•	Globally, women are underrepresented in
leadership positions and change has been
incredibly slow, despite increasing dialogue
and process/systems changes. (Example:
a 2017 McKinsey study noted that despite
women representing more than 50% of
university graduates, only 25% were in
management positions; 17% on boards.)

•	By the time our fifth cohort In December
2020, we will have had 411/1000 women
from around the globe participating in
this initiative, all of whom are continually
contributing to its vision and development.

•	Investing in and elevating women is an
inherent aspect of Homeward Bound, not
only in intent, but also in the fact that we
operate as a social enterprise, with hugely

•	We strongly believe that investing in
these women will have a flow-on effect
to their communities, their research
and the women in STEMM that they

work with. Indeed, we have already
seen this happening for our first three
cohorts. They are not only experiencing
and sharing successes, they have been
active in continuing the connection and
collaboration with their fellow and future
alumnae.
•	All women involved, in every cohort of
participants, become part of and have
influence over the whole. This is a key
aspect of Homeward Bound and has
delivered, in four years, an outcome that
in isolation no one organisation could
achieve.
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These achievements are
just the tip of the iceberg
3 ‘Ted’ talks
3 STEMM-related learning programs
11 podcast interviews
35 radio interviews

8 professional
recognition awards
11 issues-based
awareness
campaign

Lorna Slater (HB3) was elected
co-leader of the Scottish Greens
Party, August 2019
Paola Tello Guerrero (HB2)
created the educational initiative
‘Antarctica for the brave’, which
attracted 6 major sponsors
Deb Pardo (HB1) was named
by French newspaper La
Tribune as one of the ‘top 20
innovating women in France’

1500+ educational talks in schools


400+ online/TV/mainstream
media interviews/articles

 he impacts of the HB
T
experience on participants are
many and varied and will, over
time, be far-reaching.

It is incredibly hard to capture these impacts
– many are shared anecdotally and privately
on our closed Facebook group pages, in
WhatsApp conversations, with each other
during post-program catchups around the
globe. Some we have recorded as a result of
invitations to share with us news of media and
speaking opportunities, workshop facilitations,
work promotions, other initiatives. Many of the
impacts we may never know about as they

continue to ripple in large and small ways
around the globe and over the years.
 owever, a small team of alumnae, initially
H
led by Deb O’Connell (HB1 alumna) and more
recently Romy Zyngier (HB2) has undertaken
to develop a Monitoring Evaluation and
Learning (MEL) framework that will improve
significantly our ability to capture the impacts
generated from Homeward Bound.
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None of us thought it would be easy to
change the world’s narrative of leadership
or to make truly visible the many voices of
women who can help shape our future for
the better.
However, our constant mantra is:
If not us, who?
If not now, when?
And if not this, what?

More about HB
The initiative was born in a dream by Fabian
Dattner, and brought to reality with co-founders
Dr Justine Shaw, Assoc. Prof. Mary-Anne Lea and
Dr Jess Melbourne-Thomas.
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Program facts
Our patrons

Expedition leaders

- The Governor of Tasmania, Her Excellency
Professor the Honourable Kate Warner AC
(the project’s inaugural patron).

Our expedition leaders are highly regarded
and to date have included Greg Mortimer OAM
(HB1, HB2) and Monika Schillat (HB3).

- Recently retired Global Fund for Women
President/CEO, Musimbi Kanyoro (Aug 2019).

Our leaders and teachers

Administration
HB is administered from Melbourne,
Australia, with the extensive support of global
collaborations.

Who we target
The program targets women leaders and
aspiring leaders in STEMM; in academic,
government, corporate, not-for-profit and
entrepreneurial sectors.

4 key streams
Leadership, Science, Visibility and Strategy
– and the Wellbeing focus – are each led
and designed by highly experienced and
knowledgeable people in these fields, all under
the banner of leadership.

 ach member of the faculty and HB leadership
E
teams donates their time and expertise to this
initiative. For the inaugural program, eminent
experts in their field volunteered to be part of
our ‘global filmed faculty’; these include Jane
Goodall, Bob Kaplan, Clare Bowditch, Amy
Edmundson. Valerie Taylor, Sylvia Earle and Dr
Susan David.
 ne of these, Christiana Figueres – global
O
leader on climate change policy – joined the
HB3 onboard faculty. Christiana’s involvement
gave rise to the development of the
Homeward Bound Elders program which for
HB4 includes Musimbi Kanyoro and, for HB5,
global innovator/transportation entrepreneur
Robin Chase!

Dr Justine Shaw & Assoc. Prof. Mary-Anne Lea

> View the full list & profiles
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Program facts cont.

Global

Delivery & coaching

Preparation

The program is delivered virtually around the
globe, on-ground in Argentina, and on-board
during the voyage to Antarctica.

The virtual program is delivered through
monthly Zoom calls with participants and
HB leaders/faculty; with the administration of
world-leading diagnostics to enhance selfawareness and influence; with one-on-one
guidance on the use and application of these
diagnostics from highly accredited coaches
over a number of sessions. The women learn
about and experience:

•	Personal strategy mapping
(helping women put themselves on the plan)

> Key components
> A typical on-shore & on-board voyage
agenda

Timelines
 ach HB program runs approximately 12
E
months (11 months online, 3 days pre-voyage in
Ushuaia, ~3 weeks on-ship around Antarctica);
however, new cohorts since HB3 have an
introductory meeting focusing on fundraising
and HB strategic overview a few months
before their official start, and we also program
a number of post-voyage meetings to support
‘re-entry’ and collaborative projects; so, the full
run is around 18 months.

•	Visibility and science communication
•	Gender challenges in STEMM and what we
individually, in small collaborations and as a
collective, can do to address them

• The power of reflective practice

•	Global areas of concern identified by
multiple generations of alumnae and the
current participants

•	The development of clean and constructive
feedback skills (giving and receiving)

•	Preparing for sharing individual areas of
interest (expertise), Symposium at Sea.

• Skills associated with peer coaching

•	Annual project reports provide a
comprehensive record of key aspects of
each program, and are published on
the HB website.

• Building safety and trust in the full group
•	Understanding the challenge of leadership
in our world today, for both men and women,
and the significant cost of inaction.

> HB1 report
> HB2 report
> HB3 report
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Program facts cont.

How to apply
Applications for each program are sought
via our website, and each round is open for
a month. A rigorous multi-stage selection
process follows, with the goal of selecting 80100 applicants for participation, with a further
40-60 for a waitlist. We hold 5 positions for
potential scholarships, dependent on whether
funding is available and subject to meeting
additional criteria. To date (all for HB2) we have
managed to offer one full scholarship (thanks
to sponsor Kathmandu), a partial scholarship
funded by our Chuffed campaign, and seven
partial scholarships for Chinese participants via
a donation from a Chinese company.
The inaugural program began in 2016, our
second ran 2017-18, our third ran 2018-19,
our fourth started mid-November 2018 and,
at time of writing, candidates for HB5 are
just being finalisedrom the biggest field of
applicants to date, representing 35 countries
and 46 nationalities.

Our graduates
With our fifth cohort, we will have 411
participants graduate from the HB program

since 2016 (HB1 = 76, HB2 = 77, HB3 = 78,
HB4 = 100, HB5 = 80).

Self-run steering
Diverse
committee

The Convergence Steering Committee – the
official body representing alumnae – provides
regular newsletter updates capturing
significant Homeward Bound activity.

Our growing network
of alumnae – named
While Australian
by our first cohort
as
participants are highest
The Convergence – have
in number to date (and
a self-nominated and
we are a proudly Australian initiative),
self-run steering committee that facilitates
diversity of inclusion is a key focal point: 8
cross-cohort communications, acts as a bridge
nations participated in the first program,
between The Convergence members and
18 in the second, 26 in the third, 33 in
Homeward Bound leadership/faculty, and
the fourth, and we continue to push
supports collaborations.
on broadening the cultures, ages and
economic
Learn
more diversity of each cohort. The
nationalities that have been represented
over the four programs so far: Australian,
American, Argentinian-Russian, Belgian,
Brazilian-Swiss, British, Canadian, Chilean,
Chinese, Colombian, Costa Rican, Czech,
Danish, Dutch, Ecuadorian, Finnish,
French, German, Icelandic, Indian,
Irish, Italian, Mexican, Nicaraguan, New
Zealander, Pakistani, Peruvian, Romanian,
Scottish, Serbian, South African, Spanish,
Swedish, Taiwanese, Tunisian, Ugandan,
Ukrainian, Venuezuelan.

Participants
They range in age from 21 to 69 and include
astronomers, physicists, engineers, marine
ecologists, doctors, Antarctic specialists,
microbiologists, neuroscientists, social
scientists, psychiatrists, psychologists, doctors,
vets, science communication specialists, and a
significant member of a Nobel Prize-winning
team.
Photos and bios of all current and past
participants can be viewed via the HB website.
> Participants: HB5, HB4, HB3, HB2, HB1

Our fifth cohort will
grow our alumnae
network to 411
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Collaborative
projects

 s part of our vision to create
A
a global network of leading
influential women, a key focus
for HB is opportunities for
collaboration. We do this in a
number of ways throughout
the program, and it has
become evident in many ways
beyond the program.
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Collaborative projects

Recent collaborative projects:
‘Unconference’ in Sydney

Rachel Carson Centre in Munich

A group from HB1 independently organised an
‘Unconference’ in Sydney in March 2018; its aim
was to provide an opportunity for alumnae reconnect, and a safe and open space to create a
clear plan going forwards, including actionable
collaborative projects. It was attended by 18
participants in person, three participants
remotely and included a video strategy session
with Strategy stream leader Kit Jackson. PostHB3, plans are afoot for similar get-togethers in
North America (August 2019), Europe (October
2020) and hopefully again in Australia (2020).

One of the ‘themed research’ project teams
from HB1 successfully applied for a writing
fellowship with the Rachel Carson Centre for
Environment and Society in Munich (worth
20,000 euros) to write up their project work for
publication. They met up again at the Rachel
Carson Centre in Munich in July 2018 for this
purpose.

Climate change report in Korea
HB1 alumna Elvira Poloczanska, as Head of
Science for the IPCC Technical Support Unit,
attended the early-2019 release of the climate
change report in Korea; she also posted on
the HB Alumnae Facebook page encouraging
alumnae to be part of the expert review of the
report. HB2 alumna Romy Zyngier followed up
with a call to alumnae interested in creating a
‘book club’ to disuss the report and make plans
for collaborative action in response.

Fundraising toolkit
A team from HB2 volunteered to develop a
comprehensive Fundraising Toolkit (which,
in turn, built on the fundraising experiences
shared by HB1 alumnae) to support current and
future HB cohorts in their fundraising efforts
(be that for HB participation or their personal/
work initiatives); it was launched in June 2018.

Mentoring program
 n intercohort mentoring program was
A
developed by an HB2 volunteer team, launched
in July 2018, involved HB1 and HB2 alumnae
supporting the HB3 cohort leading-up to their

voyage to Antarctica. Post-HB3, this program is
being further developed and will be supporting
HB4 participants, and so it will continue.

Alumnae ‘portal’
 small volunteer team (HB1 and HB2) was
A
instrumental in developing the participant/
alumnae ‘portal’ on the HB website – v.1 of
which is an online repository for program
materials and resources, and v.2 of which will
be a platform to encourage and facilitate
alumnae collaborations and networking (v.2
is being picked up by HB3 volunteers postvoyage).

Gender factsheet
 group of 12 HB2ers collaborated to produce
A
a literature review and factsheet on Gender
in STEMM, which was further developed by
several HB3 particpants as part of the ‘themed
research project’ part of the program. It has
been refined post-program and a campaign
with branding partner Elmwood Studios will
launch its message to the world second-half
2019.
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Collaborative projects cont.

Research project
 ed by Prof. Tonia Gray, a group of six women
L
(HB2 and HB3) based in Sydney and the UK
worked collaboratively on a research project to
investigate the career trajectory of women in
STEMM in academia and industry.
The study was approved by the Human
Research Ethics Committee at Western Sydney
University, and was published early-2019.
Their voices contribute to the body of
knowledge about women’s wellbeing in the
workplace and help articulate clear pathways
to bolster career satisfaction and address
gender disparity.

Program evaluation
 nder the auspices of Griffith University,
U
the development and delivery of an ethicscommittee-approved HB program evaluation
was led by HB2 alumna Megan Oaten. The

survey provided comprehensive participant
feedback from HB2 and HB3, which has
informed the design of subsequent programs.
Post-HB3, a fuller Monitoring Evaluation and
Learning (MEL) framework is being developed
by a cross-cohort team to enable long-term
monitoring of HB outcomes and impacts.

International summit Chile
For COP25 in Chile, Nov-Dec 2019, HB
participants, alumnae and strategic partner
Acciona are all making plans for HB to
promote women’s climate leadership at this
international summit.

HB3 alumnae have achieved 100% offset and,
in the process, developed a template for all
future HB cohorts to achieve the same..
Utilising the United Nations ‘Carbon Neutral
Now’ platform, HB3 offsets will support the
fuel-efficient cook stove project in Malawi,
(which directly benefits some 200,000 people).
World Environment Day 2019 saw a social
media campaign, developed by the team
in conjunction with the HB comms/admin,
promoting this achievement. They are also
developing an HB Green Book that will help
facilitate responsible and sustainable tourism
in Antarctica for future HB cohorts.

Contributing to
carbon offsetting
HB1 achieved 100% offset through a treeplanting project, and HB2’s offset project is
currently being explored..

> VIew a summary outline of collaborations initiated on-board HB2 and HB3
It is worth noting that while these collaborations arise from within a cohort, their development invites participation from
any alumnae who want to contribute.
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Leadership
opportunities
As part of HB’s commitment to elevate women in leadership, a number of alumnae have
been welcomed onto HB leadership teams over the past couple of years.
Five women from HB1 – Betty Trummel
(US), Shelley Ball (Canada), Raeanne Miller
(UK), Sarah Brough (Australia) and Deb
Pardo (France) – volunteered to form The
Convergence Steering Committee (TCSC) in
June 2017 for a one-year term. Their intention
was to be a support to HB alumnae, and
a representative voice for alumnae with
the leadership team. They did this for two
years, connecting via social media and other
platforms. At time of writing, all founding
committee members have now retired, and
10 new committee members, representing
each of the three graduating cohorts to date,
are continuing this important initiative with
energy and enthusiasm.

A number of HB1 alumnae have become
advisory voices within the leadership group,
including: Denise Hardesty (US) – late-2018, she
was interviewed by 60 Minutes US for a feature
on plastics pollution – a global issue of concern
for many HBers; Dr Heidi Steltzer (US) has also
been a key voice helping shape the Homeward
Bound experience.
Alicia Perez-Porro from Spain was one of
four Spanish HB2 participants to help secure
sponsorship from Acciona for HB3 (and likely
beyond). Alicia is also a member of the HB
strategic fundraising team.
HB2 alumna from China, Xuehua Zhang, is one
of HB’s inaugural Board members.

Several alumnae have also been selected onto
faculty teams: Merryn McKinnon (HB1) was
on-board SciComms facilitator for HB2; Fern
Hames (HB1) filled this role for HB3; Katherine
Duncan (HB2) was on-board Science faculty
for HB3; Deb O’Connell (HB1) was on-board
Lead Facilitator for HB3; Kate MacMaster (HB1)
has been Reflective Journalling coordinator
for HB2, HB3 and HB4; Sophie Adams (HB2)
was on-board as HB3 wellbeing clinician and
continues into HB4 as Wellbeing Team leader;
Megan Oaten (HB2) was Wellbeing Team
leader for the HB3 program; Ana Payo Payo
(HB2) goes on-board with HB4 in the logistics/
comms role.

Contact information – Program Management Team
Website: www.homewardboundprojects.com.au | Email: admin@homewardboundprojects.com.au | Phone: +61 3 8457 1311
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Program evaluation
Feedback about the
program’s effectiveness
is sought formally and
informally

At all times, HB’s leaders and Program
Management Team are willing to receive
and consider feedback about the program
and, more formally, we conduct program
evaluations post-voyage to highlight what
is working and what could be done better/
differently to improve the experience
and outcomes for participants. The team
responsible for on-ship delivery also reflects
on this.

A suite of improvements was put into
practice in the second program, based
on feedback from the first, which led
to a materially improved experience for
the second cohort of women, and to the
bedding down of a peer review process that
now happens annually. This means that the
design and delivery of each program also
benefits from the feedback provided by
previous cohorts.
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“Today, this community we have
cultivated through common cause,
compassion and care, is making its
mark in the world.”
Fabian Dattner
Co-founder & CEO, Homeward Bound

Thank you.
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